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IMPORTANCE OF ....  
The Gemara (Shabbos 23a) states that the brocho over Ner 
Chanukah is vfubj rb ehksvk ubuhmu uh,umnc ubase rat. The Gemara 
asks: ubuhm ifhv – where were we commanded with this mitzvah ? 
The Gemara answers: rux, tk. The Gemara (Berachos 19b) 
states that all Issurim D’Rabanan are based on rux, tk and the 
Rambam (ohrnn 1:2) states that whoever does not comply with 
Rabbinic rulings transgresses this utk. The Meforshim note that 
the next Posuk: iuszc vagh rat ahtvu transitions into the Din of a 
trnn iez – an individual who refuses to accept a Beis Din’s 
decision, and issues an incompatible ruling of his own. Why does 
the Posuk say iuszc vagh – he will do it intentionally ? Do not all 
Issurim in the Torah and their punishments contemplate initially 
that one transgressed intentionally ? Surely the consequences of a 
ddua would be very different for every Issur. Why then did the 
Torah specify here that transgression of rux, tk was done shznc? 
The Shulchan Aruch (n”uj 234:2-3) states that if a butcher sold 
meat to a customer and subsequently, it was discovered that the 
animal was a Treifah, the butcher must return all the money paid, 
even if some of the meat had been eaten. However, if one sold 
something that was Assur “only” ohrpux hrcsn, he must take back 
what was not consumed, but need not return money for what was 
consumed. The Nesivos suggests that where someone ate 
something Assur vru,v in, even dduac, he would need to do 
Teshuvah and achieve a Kaparah to avoid being punished 
because a vrhcg vagn was done. But where someone ate 
something dduac whose Issur is ohrpux hrcsn, he has no need to do 
Teshuvah or achieve a Kaparah, because the Issur of ohrpux hrcs 
is based on rux, tk - to not turn away from the Rabanan’s Psak.  
However, if one transgressed an Issur D’Rabanan dduac, he did 
not turn away from the Rabbinic Issur because his act was 
inadvertent and would not constitute rebellion against the 
Chachomim. Only if he did so shznc would we say that he 
transgressed rux, tk because his act shznc flouted the Rabanan’s 
authority. Therefore, it was necessary for the Posuk to specifically 
begin iuszc vagh rat ahtvu.        

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:  
Who may charge more than the going price for his service in one 
place, and be restricted to charge less than the price elsewhere ?  

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK:  
(Which ruxht is mentioned the most times in the Torah ?)    
The Gemara (Yoma 4b) states that we derive from the word runtk 
found in the Posuk: runtk van kt ‘s rcshu (the most common 
Posuk in the Torah) that one may not repeat something he was 
told by another, unless that other person specifically permits him 
to. runtk is a contraction of runt tk. 

DIN'S CORNER:  
If a group is traveling in several vehicles, and one of the vehicles 
breaks down, requiring a small delay, all must wait until it is 
fixed. If the wait will be unusually long, they need not wait. 
(Kitzur Shulchan Aruch 189:6)  

DID YOU KNOW THAT ....   
The Gemara (Kesubos 105a) relates that Karna would take a coin 
from both litigants, and then judge their case. The Gemara asks: 
Does this not transgress the Issur against taking a bribe ? The 
Gemara answers that the money was to recompense Karna for 
taking off time from his regular employment, to judge their case. 
Why did the Gemara have such a problem with sjua je, tku 
where Karna received the same amount from both ? Why would 
he favor one over the other ? In fact, the Gemara (ibid 105b) later 
explains that sjua is a contraction of sj tuva – that it brings 
together the donor and recipient as one. Surely this would not 
occur when there are 2 donors. The Derishah (n”uj 9) suggests 
that the Torah prohibits all forms of sjua to avoid distinguishing 
between sjua circumstances. However, Igros Moshe (n”uj 2:26) 
points out that if taking from 2 is not sjua, then there are no sjua 
circumstances to be concerned with. R’ Moshe was asked if it was 
permitted for a losing litigant to pay all expenses, including those 
of the Dayan/Beis Din. In the course of approving it (only where 
the court fee was fixed) R’ Moshe deals with what could be 
wrong with taking money from both sides, suggesting that the 
money could be characterized as incentive to the judge to actually 
adjudicate their claims in a difficult case, rather than opt for a 
Pesharah (compromise). Since each litigant believes that he will 
win when his claim is fully considered, each of them is unwilling 
to automatically give away half by agreeing to a Pesharah. As 
such, the judge changes the Psak (from Pesharah to adjudication) 
based on the receipt of money (even from both). Such a change 
constitutes sjua. However, this novel interpretation of sjua still 
suffers from the same inconsistency with the Gemara’s definition 
of sjua – sj tuva. The Haflaah suggests a theory which is the 
opposite of Igros Moshe’s position, saying that even when both 
sides give money, the judge will feel somewhat beholden to both 
of them, and to reduce slightly the bite of a negative Psak for 
each, the judge will opt to make a Pesharah rather than adjudicate 
fully their claims. Thus, accepting the money is accepting true, 
albeit minimal sjua from both. Perhaps, for this reason the Torah 
always explains what is wrong with sjua – that it blinds and 
disables a judge from adjudicating fairly, which applies even 
when sjua is taken from both, when it results in a Pesharah.     
A Lesson Can Be Learned From:  
When the Divrei Chaim (Sanzer Rav) was a student of the Ropshitzer 
Rav, he studied with his friend, R’ Sholom of Kaminka as Chavrusas. For 
some reason, the pair did not sense a feeling of Hatzlacha and 
compatibility in their study. When they approached the Ropshitzer for 
advice, he told them that the correct way for Torah to be studied was in 
the form of a Rav’s transmittal to a student. Unfortunately, the two of 
them were equivalent, and they were therefore missing this vital element 
for success. He advised them that everyday, one should play the role of 
Rav to the other, and the “talmid” should be gbfb to the Rav in his 
behavior and general attitude. The next day, they should switch roles. In 
this way they would surely see success in their learning, while also 
reaping the rewards of positive character development.  
P.S. Sholosh Seudos sponsored this week by the Miller family. 


